May 03, 2020 LEC Minutes
Old Business
- Minutes approval
- Motioned by Joe M.
- 2nd by Michael M.
- Approved
NOAC
- Cancelled
- Refund
- Money back in roughly a month
- Patches
- Still making them
- Participates getting Delegates set of patches
- Fundraising
- Going to continue until end of May
- Can you money towards Momentum if it is not cancelled
- If cancelled can maybe use money towards events
Operations
- Unit Elections
- Can use 3 nights of virtual camping for OA camping nights
- Expect communication from Vice-Chief of Operations or Adviser in foreseeable
future
- OA Representatives
- Working on getting chapter guide on website
- If you were an OA Rep contact OA Rep Chairman for a patch
- Camp Promotions
- Continuing to promote summer camps
- PMP
- 9 Members away from hitting thriving bracket for youth retention
- Everything else on stall
Program

-

-

Events
- Spring Fellowship
- Cancelled
- Work Weekends
- Cancelled
- Haunted Hike
- Not Cancelled
If you are interested in running Program Contact Vice-Chief of Program

Chapter
- Chapter Reports
- Area Reports
- North
- Staying in contact with the North area chapter chiefs
- South
- Nothing new to report
- Will make sure chapters won’t fade to dust
- Quarantine Engagement
- Chapter Elections must happen 1 month after lodge elections
Inductions
- Training
- Around 30 people
- Wish it could have been more
- Vigil
- Vigil selection has been complete
Communications
- Website
- Two Chapters have not submitted basic chapter information
- Keeping website updated with events that have been cancelled or changed
Finance
Open Forum
- Lodge Elections

-

-

Election on May 17, 2020
Candidacy Form Due on May 10, 2020
Same way as Section C-7 Elections
3pm CST
Speeches
- 3 Minutes for Primary Speech
- 1:30 for run-off speech
- Must have 1 run-off with maximum of 2
New Amendment
- Changing the “Area Chairman” positions to elected “Area Chief”
- Tabled
- Until next In-person LEC

